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1 Introduction

Welcome ... you are joining the worldwide community of users who have chosen the ultimate
animal information management system to keep track of their very important animal inventory
records.

This software product is the result of working with users in every strata of the animal world ... single
pet owners to fully operational zoological parks ... to develop the most comprehensive and feature
rich animal information management system.

Many of the features and functionality in aim cannot be found in other animal record keeping
products ... which is why aim has become the technology of choice for animal records management
around the world.

Please take a few minutes to familiarize yourself with the aim product ... run the software side-by-
side with this help system.

This Quick Reference Guide is a living document.  The most current version is always shipped on
the product CD and placed on the website downloads & updates  page.  Following the installation
of the software, you may want to periodically visit the website downloads & updates  page to see if
there is a newer version of this quick reference guide available for download.

1.1 Getting Started

There is a learning curve associated with every software application.  With aim, we have created an
intuitive user interface, laid out in a logical manner, which significantly reduces the amount of time
that it takes to understand the features and functionality in the product version that you are using.

The following topics provide additional information about the aim Architect software program.

Splash Screen

Features and Functionality

1.1.1 Splash Screen

When you launch the aim Architect, the first thing that you will see is the Splash Screen ... a window
that displays prior to the application.
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The Splash Screen for the aim Architect, displays several important notes and allows you to
continue or cancel the request to open the application.  This screen is displayed in order to remind
the user that the aim Architect contains advanced tools and functionality, that when used
inappropriately, can result in loss of data.

To close the window and not launch the aim Architect, leave
the checkbox unchecked and select the do not continue
toolbar button.

To close the window and launch the aim Architect, place a
check mark into the checkbox and select the continue
toolbar button.

1.1.2 Features and Functionality

The aim Architect contains features and functionality to:

§ Construct an unlimited number of User Interface Themes.

§ Create additional data entry fields to extend existing data entry forms.

§ Create additional data entry forms to extend the data entry capabilities of the aim Records
application.

§ Perform simple-to-complex queries of the database.

§ Manage and maintain dynamic and fixed selection lists.

§ Export data entry forms for use by other aim users.

§ Import data entry forms from other aim users.

The following table provides a high level description of the above features and functionality.

Feature or Functionality Description

User Interface Themes Provides the tools to construct an unlimited number of Themes. 
Additionally, the user can tailor the layout of information editors and
visibility of data entry fields.

Data Entry Forms Manager Add or remove data entry forms.  Data entry fields can be added to
existing or newly created data entry forms.
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SQL Query Workshop Provides the tools to perform simple-to-complex queries and data table
joins.

Data Dictionary Provides a read only view of technical information related to each data
table.

Selection Lists Manager Provides the tools to manage and maintain application selection lists.

Export Data Entry Forms Export data entry forms for use by other aim users.

Import Data Entry Forms Import data entry forms from other aim users.
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2 User Interface Themes

The User Interface Themes form provides the tools to construct an unlimited number of Themes.  By
definition a Theme is a complete collection of all data entry fields used to construct the User
Interface.

The aim software is shipped with a default Theme, which contains the configuration information for
each data entry field and the layout of information editors and record lists.  When you select a Form
from the menu system, the layout of the user interface is determined by the active Theme
configuration data.

In most cases, users will rely on the default Theme to construct the user interface.  However, in cases
where you want more flexibility in the layout of information editors and record lists, and the specific
data entry fields that you want to be visible, additional Themes can be defined and easily selected for
use at runtime.

Create a New Theme  ( create data entry layout to meet specific data entry requirements )

Change Theme Configuration Settings  ( show / hide data entry fields )

Change the Information Editor Layout   ( position data entry fields in the editor )

Component Parts of the User Interface Theme Designer

Theme List and Toolbar.  The Theme List displays a list of Themes that have been created in the
Themes Workshop.

Information Editor and Layout Toolbar.  In this section of the designer, the toolbar buttons provide
the functionality to move data entry fields and insert static separators to achieve the desired layout of
the information editor at runtime.
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Theme Configuration Settings.  In this area of the designer, you can change the text for data entry
field captions, set the visibility of data fields as well as define data alignment and summary
information for each data field.

2.1 Create a New Theme

The User Interface Themes Workshop provides a robust set of tools and functionality to work with
existing user interface themes, or to construct new user interface themes.
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Important Considerations When Creating a Theme

Creating Themes Based on Breed

Typically, most users will construct Themes based on animal breeds, such as Cattle Theme, Horse
Theme, Sheep Theme etc.  Each of these example Themes may present different data entry fields to
the user when active.  As an example, you may have a data field that allows you to select the horn
type for Cattle ... you would not want this data entry field to be visible when working with Horses and /
or Sheep.  Also, you may have a data entry field to record Scrapie ID information for your Sheep ...
you would not want this data entry field to be visible when working with Cattle and / or Horses.

By using Themes, you can easily add or remove data entry fields in the user interface and at runtime,
select the desired Theme to work with.  Themes can be linked to View Groups, which provide the
ability to tailor the user interface display to specific groups of animals.  Refer to the View Groups
topic in the aim Records Quick Reference Guide for more information regarding View Groups.

As an example, you may have a Sheep View Group, which contains Sheep inventory.  For this View
Group, you want the user interface to only display those data entry fields that pertain to Sheep.  By
linking the Sheep View Group and the Sheep Theme together, the user interface will adjust itself at
runtime to provide you with the desired user interface layout.

Creating Themes Based on Function

Another innovative way to use Themes is by Function, such as Acquisition.  The aim software
provides a data entry form to capture Acquisition information, however, you may want to have
several versions of the Acquisition form available.  By creating multiple Themes and varying the
layout of the Acquisition information editor for each, you will be able to use different layouts for
recording Acquisition information at runtime.

With a little imagination, you will be able to use Themes in ways that will improve your data entry
efficiency and productivity.
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Construct a New Theme

The steps to construct a new theme are:

1. Select an existing Theme in the Theme list.  Select a Theme that closely approximates the Theme
that you want to clone.  The first time that you create a new Theme, the default Theme will be the
only Theme in the list.  

2. Select the  toolbar button, located directly above the Theme List.  This will display a
popup window for you to enter the name and description of the new Theme.

Enter a meaningful Theme name into the Theme Name editor.

Optionally, enter a description for the Theme into the Theme Description editor.

When you select the apply button, this window will close and a new Theme will be created.
 The new Theme Name and Description will appear in the Theme List on the designer
Workshop page.

Once the new Theme is created, you will want to perform one or more of the following actions:

§ Change configuration settings for one or more data entry fields.

§ Change the layout of the information editor.

2.2 Change Theme Configuration Settings

Data entry field configuration settings can be modified for new or existing Themes.  Configuration
settings are applied within the configuration settings area of the Themes Workshop.

The configuration settings are logically grouped into the following sections:

§ Data Entry Field Captions.  Displays the default captions in the Default Caption column and
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captions defined by the user in the User Defined Caption column.

§ Visibility, Alignment and Summary.  Displays the visibility, alignment and summary information for
each data entry field contained in the Theme.

§ Data Field Attributes.  This is technical information and cannot be altered.

Select the Desired Data Entry Form

To change the configuration settings for data entry forms, take the following steps:

1. Click the display list of forms toolbar button to display a drop down list of available forms.  The
list of forms include those provided out-of-the-box (factory forms) and User Defined Forms (UDF),
which have been created using the aim Architect.

2. Select a data entry form in the list.

a. Double-click the highlighted data form row in the list.

b. Select the data form row and click the apply selection toolbar button.

The drop down window will close and the selected form will be displayed in the designer.  The
following sections of this topic describe how to change the configuration settings for the selected
form.

Data Entry Field Captions

The Default Caption column displays the data entry captions for each data entry field.  The
User Defined Caption column displays caption text that the user wants to display for one or
more data entry fields.

To create a new data entry field caption, take the following steps:

1. Select the desired row in the list.

2. Click the left mouse button in the User Defined Caption cell for the desired data entry field.

3. Enter the text that you want displayed at runtime for this data entry field.

4. Select the  toolbar button to display the new caption in the information
editor.

Repeat the above steps for each data entry field caption that you want to change.

NOTE:  Captions can also be displayed in Row Separators.  This provides a means to display
header text for logically grouped data entry fields within the information editor.

With the flexibility to change data entry field captions, you not only can change the caption to new
text, but can essentially repurpose an existing data entry field for a different use.  The following table
presents examples of possible re-labeling of data entry fields for other purposes.

aim Defaults
Zoological Park / Science
Center

Breeders : Sheep, Goat, Cattle, Dogs,
Cats, Llamas, Reptiles, etc. Veterinarian

Registered Name Scientific Name Registered Name Name

Registration
Number

Common Name Registration Number File or Case Number
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Call Name Location  (bldg. & cage) Disease Code

Other
Identification

Microchip Number Ear Tag Number, Phenotype, Location

Visibility, Alignment and Summary

This section provides a mechanism to set the visibility, alignment and summary
for each data entry field.

In Editor - Place a check mark into the check box to make the data entry field

visible in the information editor.  Select the  toolbar button
to display the new configuration settings.

In Grid - Place a check mark into the check box to make the data entry field
visible in the record list.  NOTE: Data entry fields that are unchecked, are
available at runtime, but are not visible when the data entry form is initially
displayed.  Refer to the Add or Remove Data Columns topic in the aim Records
Quick Reference  Guide for more information regarding the visibility of record list
data columns at runtime.

In Pedigree - Place a check mark into the check box to make this data field
available to the Pedigree Workshop.  This column only applies to data fields in the
animal inventory data table.

In Navigate - Place a check mark into the check box to make the data field visible
in the navigation pane on data entry forms.  This column only applies to data fields
in the animal inventory data table.

Alignment - Select the data column alignment for each data column in a record
list.

Summary Type - Select the type of summary (sum, count, min, max, avg) for
numeric data fields.  Summary information is displayed in record list Summary
Footers and Group Footers.  Refer to the Add or Remove a Record List Summary
topic  in the aim Records Quick Reference Guide for more information regarding
summaries.

Data Field Attributes

This section is read only and displays technical information related to each data field.
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2.3 Change the Information Editor Layout

The toolbar buttons, located directly above the information editor, provide the one-click functionality
to:

§ Move data entry fields up or down.

§ Add or remove data entry field separators (referred to as row separator).

The information editor displays the runtime layout of the editor.  

Notice that several of the row separators in the example display captions.  This provides
an easy method of identifying a logical group of data entry fields.  The visibility of the
data entry fields and row separators can be set using the configuration settings.

Move the Position of a Data Entry Field or Row Separator

Data entry fields and row separators can be moved up or down to change their position
in the information editor.  To move the data entry field or row separator, take the following
steps:

1. Select the desired data entry field or row separator.

2. Click the move up or move down toolbar button.  Notice that the data entry field or
row separator moves up or down within the information editor.

Repeat the above steps to position other data entry fields or row separators.

Add or Remove a Row Separator
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Add a Row Separator

To add a row separator, take the following steps:

1. Select the add row separator toolbar button.  Notice that a new (blank) row separator
is added as the last item in the information editor.

2. Select the newly added row separator.

3. Click the move up or move down toolbar button.  Notice that the data entry field or row
separator moves up or down within the information editor.

Repeat the above steps to add and position other row separators.

Remove a Row Separator

To remove a row separator, take the following steps:

1. Select the desired row separator.

2. Select the remove row separator toolbar button.  You will be prompted to confirm
the removal.  Notice that the row separator is removed from the information editor.

Repeat the above steps to remove other row separators.
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3 Forms Manager

The Forms Manager provides the functionality to:

§ Add or remove data entry forms.

§ Set the visibility for data entry forms.

§ Add or remove data entry fields.

§ Modify existing data entry fields.

Creating a New Data Entry Form

The information editor is used to add,
remove, show or hide a data entry form.

To add a new data entry form, take the
following steps:

1. Select the    toolbar button to
place the editor into Insert mode.

2. Select the Form Type:

a. Standalone - The data entered
into the form is not linked to
animal inventory or contact
items.

b. Linked to Inventory Items - The
data entered into the form is
linked to animal inventory items.

c. Linked to Contact Items - The
data entered into the form is
linked to contact items.

3. Enter a meaningful Form Name for
the data entry form.

4. Optionally, enter a Description of the
data entry form.

5. Set the Is Visible property for the
data entry form.

6. Select the    toolbar button to
save the editor content and create the
new data entry form.

When a new data entry form is created, the following actions occur:

1. A data table is created in the database and linked to the Data Dictionary.  If this is a linked  type
form, the referential integrity connections are also made at this time.  A basic set of data fields are
created:

ItemID - This data field contains the unique record number for each record, inserted by the
database as records are entered in the form.  This field is read-only to the user.

LinkID - This data field contains the master record number for linked  type forms.  The
information in this field establishes the master-detail relationship.  Standalone forms do not have
this data field.

DatePosted - This data field contains the date for each inserted record.

DateEdited - This data field contains the date that the record was last updated.

2. Configuration information (meta data) is stored, which defines the form and data field attributes.
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3. The form name and description are added to the record list on the right side of the form.

Removing an Existing Data Entry Form

You may want to remove a user-defined form (UDF) from the database.  To do this, take the
following steps:

1. Select the desired form in the record list.  Notice that the form's information is displayed in the
information editor.

2. Select the   toolbar button.  You will be prompted to confirm the delete operation.

NOTE:  Removing a data entry form, removes the configuration information and physically removes
(deletes) the data table from the database.

If you are not sure that you want to delete the data entry form, but simply want to hide it from view ...
uncheck the Is Visible property for the data entry form and it will be hidden from view.  However, the
data table and any records in the table will still be available for use in queries and custom reports.

3.1 Add or Remove Data Entry Fields

Data entry fields can be added or removed from existing data entry forms, or to user-defined forms
(UDF).

Select the    toolbar button to display the add or remove fields popup window.

Component Parts of the Add / Remove Data Fields Popup Window

Data Field Names

Data field names are displayed in the list on the
left side of the popup window.

Items in the list are displayed using colors to
provide a visual cue of which data fields are
provided with the aim software (cannot be
removed) and those which the user has added to
a new or existing data entry form.

FieldName  This is an example of a Factory data
field.

FieldName  This is an example of a user-defined
data field.
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Data Field Properties

Data field properties are set or viewed in the Data
Field Definition and Attributes section of the
popup window.

To see the definition and attributes of a data entry
field, select the desired data field in the list ... the
definition and attributes will be displayed.

Adding a Data Entry Field to a Form

To add a data entry field to a Factory or UDF data entry form, take the following steps:

1. Select the Clear Editors button to initialize the definition and attributes editors.

2. Enter the desired information to define the data entry field and related attributes.

3. Select the Add Field button to add the new data entry field to the form.

Data Field Definition and Attributes

Definition and Attributes Remarks

Data Field Definition

Field Name Enter a meaningful Field Name for this data field.  Only alphanumeric characters are allowed
in data field names.  Spaces and special characters will be automatically removed from the
Field Name.

Default Caption Enter the text that you want to display as the caption for this data entry field.  This is the text
displayed in the information editor and as the column header in the record list.
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Field Type The drop down selection list provides a wide range of data entry field types.  Select the
desired field type from the drop down list.  The selected editor type will be dynamically
constructed into the information editor and record list for the data entry form when the data
entry form is displayed in the aim Records application.

button editor - Company Item.  This editor type allows you to enter the Company name into
the editor, or select the Company from a popup list of available companies in the address
book.  If the Company is selected from the address book, the information in the address
book Company field will be inserted into this data field.

button editor - Contact Item.  This editor type allows you to enter the Contact name into the
editor, or select the  Contact from a popup list of available persons in the address book.  If the
Contact is selected from the address book, the information in the address book Display
Name field will be inserted into this data field.

button editor - Select Sire.  This editor type allows you to select a Sire from a popup list of
Sires.

button editor - Select Dam.  This editor type allows you to select a Dam from a popup list of
Dams.

character.  This editor type allows you to enter alphanumeric text.  The length can be set
1..1024.

date.  This editor type displays a popup calendar.  The date value can be directly entered into
the editor or selected from the popup calendar.

logical.  This editor type displays a check box.

memo.  This editor type displays a memo field.  Memo fields can hold up to 2 gigabytes of
text.

numeric - currency.  This editor type displays positive or negative currency values and
includes an in-place calculator.

numeric - decimals.  This editor type displays positive or negative numeric values with up to
15 decimals for precision.

numeric - no decimals.  This editor type displays positive or negative numeric values
without decimals.

selection list - dynamic.  This editor type provides a dynamic selection list.  When you
enter information into the editor, it will be automatically added to the list for reuse.

selection list - dynamic per Theme.  This editor type provides a dynamic selection list,
which displays items in the drop down list on a per Theme basis.  As an example, you may
have a Body Type data field and you want it to display a different list of selections for your
Cattle and Sheep Themes.  When you enter information into the editor, it will be
automatically added to the list for reuse.

selection list - fixed.  This editor type displays a fixed list of items, such as Male, Female or
Small, Medium, Large.

selection list - fixed per Theme.  This editor type displays a fixed list of items, which
displays items in the drop down list on a per Theme basis.  As an example, you may want to
select from available Breed Registries on a per Theme basis.  Using this editor type allows
you to display different Breed Registry selection lists for your Cattle and Sheep Themes.

Field Attributes

Length This attribute is available for character and selection list editor types.

Precision This attribute is available for the numeric - decimals editor type, and specifies the number of
decimal precision for the field.

Alignment This attribute allows you to set the alignment for the data when it is displayed in a record list
column.

Summary This attribute is available for numeric data fields and allows you to select the type of
summary for the field (none, sum, average, minimum, maximum, count).

Extended Field Attributes
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Sort Selection List This attribute is available for selection list editor types.  Place a check mark into the check
box to display the selection sorted alphabetically in ascending order.

Selection List Items This option is available for selection list editor types.  Click this button to display a selection
list editor.  Use the editor to construct the list of selection items, or construct the selection list
using the Selection Lists Manager.

Calculated Field This attribute is available for selection list editor types.  Place a check mark into the check
box to enable the syntax editor.

Verify Syntax This option is available for selection list editor types.  Click this button to check the
calculated field expression for completeness and correctness.

Calculated Field Syntax

Syntax Editor The syntax of the expression can be entered or modified in this editor.  Refer to the 
Calculated Fields section of this topic for more information.

Calculated Fields

Calculated fields add an extra dimension to your aim record keeping and information management
capabilities.  By default, a calculated field is read-only and the value in the data field is calculated
from the expression for the field.

The syntax for a calculated field expression is made up of numeric functions, numeric values and
numeric data fields.  An expression can contain nested calculated fields.  As an example, if you
construct a data entry form to keep track of weekly work hours for staff or volunteers, the form may
contain several calculated fields.

Data Field Remarks

Date This field contains the starting or ending date of the weekly record.

Sunday This field contains the number of hours worked on Sunday.

Monday This field contains the number of hours worked on Monday.

Tuesday This field contains the number of hours worked on Tuesday.

Wednesday This field contains the number of hours worked on Wednesday.

Thursday This field contains the number of hours worked on Thursday.

Friday This field contains the number of hours worked on Friday.

Saturday This field contains the number of hours worked on Saturday.

Weekday Total This calculated field uses the expression:

        ( Monday + Tuesday + Wednesday + Thursday + Friday )

Weekend Total This calculated field uses the expression:

        ( Sunday + Saturday )

Week Total This calculated field uses the expression:

        ( WeekdayTotal + WeekendTotal )

As you can see from the above example, the numeric values are summed for weekdays and
weekends ... then summed together to calculate the total number of hours for the week.

NOTE:  The weekly work hours data entry form can be downloaded from the website data entry form
library.  The aim Architect is required to import the data entry form into your aim Records
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application.

3.2 Modify Data Entry Fields

After creating new data fields, you may have a need to modify the attributes of data field, such as the
number of decimals, change the syntax of a calculated field expression, etc.

Select the    toolbar button to display the modify field properties popup window.

The modify field properties popup window looks similar to the popup window for creating new data
fields.  The basic difference is that several of the definition and attribute editors are disabled, such as 
field name.

To modify a data field's attributes, take the following steps:

1. Select the desired data field in the Data Field Names list.  Notice that one or more definition and
attribute editors are enabled.

2. Modify the desired definition and / or attribute information.

3. Select the Modify Field button to complete the modify data field operation.
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4 SQL Query Workshop

The SQL Query Workshop provides the tools to construct, edit and execute simple-to-complex SQL
queries.  The following topics provide detailed information and demonstrate how to use the features
and functionality of the SQL Query Workshop.

Create a SQL Script

Verify and Run a SQL Script

Select and Use an Existing SQL Script

SQL Workshop Log Files

Example of SQL Scripts

Editing Query Results

Component Parts of the SQL Workshop

SQL Editor

The SQL Editor provides a text editor to
construct and update SQL syntax.

The SQL Workshop toolbar contains the
following buttons ...

New.  Click this button to clear the SQL Editor
and Results record list.

Open.  Click this button to display a popup
window and select a reusable SQL Script.

Save As.  Click this button to save the
contents of the SQL Editor.  The Save As
function can be used to save the syntax to a
new SQL Script or to overwrite an existing
SQL Script.

Run SQL.  Click this button to execute the
SQL syntax displayed in the SQL Editor.

Verify Syntax.  Click this button to check the
SQL syntax for correctness.
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Data Tables and Data Fields

These lists provide you with the names
of all data tables and data fields that can
be used in the construction of SQL
syntax.

When you select a data table, the data
fields for that table will be listed in the 
Data Fields list.

When constructing the SQL in the SQL
Editor, you can enter the name of the
data table or data field(s) ... or position
the cursor in the SQL Editor and
double-click the desired data table name
or data field name, which will place the
data table name or data field name into
the SQL Editor.

Query Workshop Results

When you select the Run SQL toolbar
button, the SQL text in the SQL Editor
will be executed and display the results
in the record list at the bottom of the
form.

This record list and toolbar buttons look
and feel like record lists used
throughout the aim application.

Refer to the Editing Query Results topic
for more information regarding direct
editing of data in the result.

4.1 Create a SQL Script

Creating a SQL Script is easy ... if you follow a few simple rules.

§ Define the data table(s) that you want to SELECT data from.

§ Define the data field(s) within the selected data table(s) that you want to include in the result set.

§ Define specific search criteria and / or set a date range for the records.

The above rules are the most basic and often used.  There are more complex approaches to
constructing SQL text, and some examples are demonstrated in the Example SQL Scripts topic.
The aim software suite complies with the ANSI 92 SQL standards.  There are a number of
declarations and operators within the SQL syntax, however, a user does not need to be a SQL expert
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in order to construct and use simple-to-complex queries.  If you want to know more about SQL and
how it can be used to perform data mining tasks, use your internet browser and search on "SQL". 
Also, Wikipedia, the internet encyclopedia, has a number of helpful topics.

Creating a Simple Query

Purpose: To construct a list of all animal inventory items.

Steps to construct this simple query:

1. Select the new toolbar button to clear the SQL Editor.

2. Enter the following text into the SQL Editor:

SELECT  *  FROM  aimMainItem

That's it!  You've constructed the syntax for a SQL Query.  All you need to do now is to select the 
Verify Syntax or Run SQL toolbar buttons.

Verify Syntax.  The contents of the SQL Editor will be evaluated for completeness and correctness.
The results of the evaluation will be displayed on the Query Action Messages tab.

Run SQL.  The contents of the SQL Editor will be executed and the results displayed in the record
list at the bottom of the form.

NOTE:  All actions within the SQL Query Workshop are recorded on the Query Action Messages
tab.  When you exit the SQL Query Workshop, the action messages will be saved to a log file.  Refer
to the SQL Workshop Log Files topic for more information regarding log files.

Extending the Simple Query

The example query, demonstrated above, can be extended to SELECT a specific breed group within
the animal inventory table.  To do this, take the following steps:

1. Select the new toolbar button to clear the SQL Editor.

2. Enter the following text into the SQL Editor:

SELECT  *  FROM  aimMainItem  WHERE  BreedGroup  =  'Equine'

As you can see, the original SQL text to select all records in the aimMainItem data table has been
extended so that only Equine records will be selected.  Now, when you run the query, only animal
inventory records that have Equine in the BreedGroup data field will be listed in the result set at the
bottom of the form.

4.2 Verify and Run a SQL Script

The SQL Workshop provides the tools to verify and execute the syntax of a SQL query.
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Verify a SQL Script

Select the Verify Syntax toolbar button to perform an evaluation of the text in the SQL Editor.  The
form will automatically change to the Query Action Messages tab and display the results of the
evaluation.

The following is an example of using correct text in the SQL Editor, which results in an successful
evaluation.

SQL Editor text :  SELECT  *  FROM  aimMainItem  WHERE  BreedGroup  =  'Canine'

The SQL text is read as ... Select all records from the aimMainItem data table where the contents in
the BreedGroup data field equal Canine.

When the Verify Syntax toolbar button is selected, the following action message is displayed.

SQL syntax check : PASSED

If the evaluation is unsuccessful, which means that the SQL syntax is incomplete or incorrectly
written, a message will be displayed which identifies the error in the syntax.  The following is an
example of entering incorrect text in the SQL Editor, which results in an unsuccessful evaluation.

SQL Editor text :  SELECT  *  FROM  aimMainItem  WHERE  Breed  =  'Canine'

When the Verify Syntax toolbar button is selected, the following action message is displayed.

SQL Error Detected ----
ERROR IN SCRIPT: qrySQL: Error 7200:  AQE Error:  State = S0000;   NativeError = 2121;
Column not found: Breed -- 
Location of error in the SQL statement is: 33

By looking at the action message, we can see that the error is located at the thirty-third cursor
position in the text ... which is at the data field name Breed.  After closer inspection, we can see that
the data field name should have been entered as BreedGroup, instead of Breed.  By fixing this
error, the SQL text will evaluate and execute successfully.

Run a SQL Script

It's always a good idea to verify your SQL syntax before you run a query, especially if you are
constructing a new or complex query.

To run a SQL Script, select the Run SQL toolbar button.  The query will be executed and any records
that match the criteria of the query will be displayed in the record list at the bottom of the form.

4.3 Select and Use an Existing SQL Script

As you create and save SQL Scripts, they are stored in the SQL Scripts folder.  An existing SQL
Script can be selected for use in several ways:

§ Select the SQL Script from the drop down list directly below the SQL Editor.

§ Select the SQL Script from the SQL Scripts tab.
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Select From Drop Down List

The drop down list displays all SQL Scripts contained in the SQL Scripts folder.  To
select a SQL Script from the list, take the following steps:

1. Select the desired SQL Script in the list.

2. Select the use SQL Script toolbar button.  Notice that the drop down panel closes
and the text of the SQL Script is displayed in the SQL Editor.

or, double-click the desired item in the list ... notice that the drop down panel closes and
the text of the SQL Script is displayed in the SQL Editor.

Select From SQL Scripts tab

The SQL Scripts tab displays the list of available SQL Scripts in the list on the left side of the form. 
The text of a selected SQL Script is displayed in the text window on the right side of the form.

To select a SQL Script from the list, take the following steps:

1. Select the desired SQL Script in the list.  Notice that the text of the SQL Script is displayed in the
text window.

2. Select the use SQL Script toolbar button.  Notice that the text of the SQL Script is displayed in the
SQL Editor.

or, double-click the desired item in the list ... notice that the text of the SQL Script is displayed in the
SQL Editor.

4.4 SQL Workshop Log Files

During each SQL Workshop session, all action messages are preserved and stored in session log
files.  These log files can be reviewed, at a later date, to assist in the construction of new SQL Scripts
or to troubleshoot existing SQL Scripts.
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The log files are listed on the left side of the form.  Each log file's naming convention consist of three
parts:

1. QMLOG - The aim prefix for each log file.

2. Date - The date when the file is saved, formatted as yyyymmdd.

3. Time - The time of day when the file is saved, formatted in 24 hour format.

The content of each log file is displayed in the text window on the right side of the form.

NOTE:  If you are browsing through the log files and see a full or partial SQL Script that you would
like to use ... as is, or to modify and extend ... select the text and paste it into the SQL Editor.

4.5 Example SQL Scripts

This topic presents examples of SQL Scripts.

SQL Task    Syntax, Example and Description of SQL Script

Select all records in a Table.

syntax    

example    

description    

SELECT  *  FROM  tablename

SELECT  *  FROM  aimMainItem  

This SQL statement demonstrates how  to select all
records from any data table.  Simply replace tablename
with the name of the desired data table.

Select records based on the
content of a specific data field.

syntax    

example    

description    

SELECT  *  FROM  tablename  WHERE  DataField  = 
'content'

SELECT  *  FROM  aimMainItem  WHERE  BreedGroup 
=  'Equine'

This SQL statement demonstrates how to select records
based on the content of a specific data field.  In this
example, any records in the aimMainItem table that
contain Equine in the BreedGroup data field will be
displayed.
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Perform a Full Text Search.

syntax    

example    

description    

SELECT  *  FROM  tablename  WHERE CONTAINS (
DataField, ''content' )

SELECT  *  FROM  aimCalendar  WHERE CONTAINS
( Memo, 'DHLPP' )

This SQL statement demonstrates how to perform a full
text search.  The search can be performed on any data
field, but is typically used to search MEMO fields for
embedded tokens of information.   In this example, any
records in the aimCalendar table that contain DHLPP in
the Memo data field will be displayed.

Join two or more data tables to
create a single result set.

syntax    

example    

description    

SELECT  tablename1.fieldname, tablename2.
fieldname
FROM  tablename1, tablename2
WHERE  tablename1.recordnumber  =  tablename2.
foreignkeyvalue

SELECT  aimMainItem.RegName, aimCalendar.
StartDate, aimCalendar.Caption, aimCalendar.Category,
aimCalendar.SubCategory, aimCalendar.Location
FROM  aimMainItem, aimCalendar
WHERE  ( aimMainItem.ItemID  =  aimCalendar.LinkID )

This SQL statement demonstrates how to JOIN several
data tables into a single result set.   In this example, any
animals that have Calendar records will be displayed.

NOTE:  The above SQL statement can be extended to
further refine the result set to a specific data range.   The
following example takes the above SQL statement and
adds a date range so that animals with Calendar records
within the date range will be displayed.

SELECT  aimMainItem.RegName, aimCalendar.
StartDate, aimCalendar.Caption, aimCalendar.Category,
aimCalendar.SubCategory, aimCalendar.Location
FROM  aimMainItem, aimCalendar
WHERE  ( aimMainItem.ItemID  =  aimCalendar.LinkID )
AND  ( aimCalendar.StartDate  >=  '1/1/2004' )
AND  ( aimCalendar.StartDate  <=  '12/31/2004' )

4.6 Editing Query Results

You can directly edit data in the data tables within the Query Manager Workshop.
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When entering / editing data using the aim Data Records component, the data is often times
validated using selection lists and validation methods to ensure that the data is constrained correctly.
In the Query Manager Workshop (above), you are accessing the data directly and bypassing any
validation rules.

WARNING: Be careful when directly modifying data through the Query Manager Workshop to ensure
that you are consistent with data format and structures used in the aim Data Records component.

Data changes are immediately posted to the data table when:

§ The Tab keyboard key is pressed to move to the next cell.

§ The Enter keyboard key is pressed within the edited cell.

§ Focus is moved from the current record to another record in the result list.

Data in the result list can only be edited when the list is originated from a SQL statement using a
single data table.  As an example, the following SQL statements will allow editing content of the
results:

SELECT  *  FROM  aimMainItem

SELECT  *  FROM  aimGeneralCare

The following SQL statements will display results, but not allow editing:

SELECT  *  FROM  aimMainItem  WHERE
    EXISTS (SELECT  *  FROM  aimGeneralCare  WHERE  aimGeneralCare.LinkID  = 
aimMainItem.ItemID)
OR EXISTS (SELECT  *  FROM  aimAcquisition  WHERE  aimAcquisition.LinkID  = 
aimMainItem.ItemID)
OR EXISTS (SELECT  *  FROM  aimDisposition  WHERE  aimDisposition.LinkID  = 
aimMainItem.ItemID)
OR EXISTS (SELECT  *  FROM  aimCalendar     WHERE  aimCalendar.LinkID  = 
aimMainItem.ItemID)
OR EXISTS (SELECT  *  FROM  aimLedger       WHERE  aimLedger.LinkID  = 
aimMainItem.ItemID)

SELECT aimMainItem.RegName, aimCalendar.StartDate, aimCalendar.Caption,
aimCalendar.Category, aimCalendar.SubCategory, aimCalendar.Location
FROM aimMainItem, aimCalendar
WHERE (aimMainItem.ItemID = aimCalendar.LinkID)
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5 Data Dictionary

The Data Dictionary form provides a read only view of technical information for each data table.  This
information is useful when you want to know more about the underlying structure of the data tables,
or are considering re-purposing existing data fields for other uses.

As an example, the Registered Name and Registration Number data fields can be re-purposed for
Zoological users to enter Scientific Name and Common Name information for each specimen in
their collection.

The Data Dictionary displays the Data
Fields and Indexes for each data table
in the aim database.

Component Parts of the Data Dictionary
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List of Factory and UDF Data Tables

The Factory and UDF data tables are
listed on the left side of the form.  When
you select a data table in this list, the
associated data fields and indexes will
be displayed on the right side of the
form.

List of Data Fields

The data fields for each data table are
displayed in this record list.  The items
in the list display the Field Name, Data
Type,  Length and Decimals for each
data field.
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List of Data Table Indexes

Indexes are used to improve
performance in a database.  When you
select a data table, the indexes for that
table will be displayed in the pane
directly below the list of data fields.
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6 Selection Lists Manager

Selection Lists are used throughout the aim software, providing dynamic and fixed lists of selections
items.

The Selection List Manager provides a
centralized location and the tools to
manage and maintain selection lists that
are:

§ Provided as part of the shipping
product.

§ Added to existing Factory Forms in
the aim Architect.

§ Added to Forms created by the user
in the aim Architect.

§ Added to Factory or user-defined
Forms in the aim Architect, but
contain selection lists that are
specific to a Theme.

The following sections of this topic
describe how to use the Selection List
Manager.

Component Parts of the Selection List Manager

selection lists ...

Selection lists are displayed within the
hierarchical display pane on the left side of the
form.

Each tab at the bottom of the display pane, will
display a unique set of selection lists:

Factory Forms.  Selection lists on this tab
display the selection lists provided with the
shipping product.

UDF : Factory Forms.  Selection lists on this
tab display any selection lists that have been
added to a Factory Form.

UDF : Forms.  Selection lists on this tab display
selection lists that appear on data entry Forms
that have been created with the aim Architect.

UDF : Themes.  Selection lists on this tab
display selection lists that are unique to each
Theme and have been created with the aim
Architect.

Refer to the Working With Selection Lists
section of this topic for more details.
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selection list editor

The selection list editor provides the
tools to add, remove and modify
selection list items and to set the
character case for items in the list.

Refer to the Working With Selection
Lists section of this topic for more
details.

Working With Selection Lists

The selection list editor provides the tools to manage selection list items for all four categories of
selection list types.

Adding New or Editing Selection List Items

To add a new item or edit an existing item, take the following steps:

1. Select  ( highlight )  the pick list in the left pane.  Notice that any items for this
pick list will appear in the right pane.

2. Enter or Edit the text of an item in the list editor.  Press the keyboard Enter key,

or select the  editor button to save the editor content to the list directly below
the editor.

Deleting Selection List Items

To delete a pick list item, take the following steps:

1. Select  a list in the left pane.  Notice that any items for this list will appear in the
editor.

2. Select an item in the editor.

3. Depress the keyboard Delete key, or select the   editor button to remove the
item from the list.

Setting the Display Order for List Items

If the list has been created as a non-Sorted list, the check box at the bottom of the editor pane will be unchecked and the up /
down arrow buttons will be enabled.  Use the up / down arrow buttons to arrange the items in the list.

Changing the Case of Selection List Items

The character case buttons, to the right of the list editor, provide the ability to change the character case for all items in the list.

abc – change all items in the list to lower case.

Abc – change all items in the list to mixed case.

ABC – change all items in the list to upper case.
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Selection List Types

This section describes each type of selection list.

Factory Forms

This list displays selection lists provided with the shipping product.  The lists are
displayed hierarchically and logically grouped according to function.

UDF : Factory Forms

This list displays selection lists that have been added to Factory Forms using the 
aim Architect.

The list is hierarchical, with selection lists grouped by Form.  In this example, a
Breed Registry selection list has been added to the Overview factory form.

UDF :  Forms

This list displays selection lists that have been added to data entry forms created
in the aim Architect.  These types of data entry forms are referred to as User
Defined Forms (UDF).

The list is hierarchical, with selection lists grouped by Form.  In this example,
several dynamic selection lists have been added to the Equipment List UDF form.
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UDF : Themes

This list displays selection lists that have been added to factory forms or data
entry forms created in the aim Architect and are unique to each Theme.

The list is hierarchical, with selection lists grouped by Theme.

In this example, a Body Type dynamic selection list has been added to the
Overview factory form, but has been marked as unique to each Theme.
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7 Export Data Entry Forms

Any data entry forms, which have been created using the aim Architect, can be exported for use by
other aim users.

The Export Utility form provides the
export action steps at the top of the form
and the technical information for each
selected form displayed at the bottom.

To export a data entry form, take the
following steps:

1. Select the desired theme and data
entry form combination in the lists.

2. Select the export button to execute
the export operation.

When completed, the following files will
be created:

formname.fcd - contains configuration
information for the data entry form.

formname.ccd - contains the
configuration information for all data
fields associated with the data entry
form.

formname.sql - contains the SQL
Script required to construct the data
table and referential integrity for the data
entry form.

NOTE: To send the exported form to
another aim user, package the three
files together (example: WinZip format)
and send them as an eMail attachment.
The aim user who receives your eMail,
will have everything they need to import
the data entry form into their aim
application.
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8 Import Data Entry Forms

Data entry forms, which have been created using the aim Architect can be imported in order to
extend your record keeping capabilities.  Typically, these forms have been created by other aim
users or the Customer Support Group.

The Import Utility form provides the
import action steps at the top of the
form and the technical information for
each selected form displayed at the
bottom.

To import a data entry form, take the
following steps:

1. Select the desired data entry form
name in the list.

2. Select the import button to execute
the import operation.

When completed, the new data entry
form and data table will be added to the 
aim application and visible within the
aim Architect and aim Records
application components.
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